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EXPERTS IN STEEL STAIR DESIGN, FABRICATION AND INSTALLATION

Peter Marshall Steel
Stairs is a specialist
company principally
engaged in the design,
fabrication and installation
of highly engineered
steelwork, staircases
and balustrade systems.
Peter Marshall Steel Stairs Ltd_

Originally founded in 1970,
the company has developed
its experience and expertise to
become the leading fabricator
of steel staircases for residential,
industrial and commercial
applications in the UK. With
a national and international
customer base, our flexibility
means we can deliver wide
ranging solutions – from small
one-off applications, to multisite, multi-flight installations.

Our fundamental belief in providing
the highest levels of service to
our customers, combined with the
integrity and professionalism we
apply to each project has enabled
us to achieve steady and sustained
growth and has inspired recognition
from world-class companies.
In 2014, we attained the prestigious
CE Mark for our product. We are
certified to Execution Class 2
(Buildings) and are proud to have
achieved compliance for the business.
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Technical Involvement

Manufacture

We work with architects and engineers
to offer advice at any stage of a project,
using our vast experience to ensure
the most beneficial outcome. Our
knowledgeable in-house technical team
ensures that both architectural vision
and structural integrity are achieved
with the most efficient solution. Using
our considerable expertise in designing
for manufacture and installation we
can assist in ensuring the optimal
design is selected. Examples include,
hidden connection details, section size
rationalisation, efficient configuration
and compliance with building regulations.

Our innovative technical team utilise
3D modelling packages to provide our
manufacturing facility with a visual
representation of complex stairs and
accurate fabrication information.
Our long-serving fabrication workforce
has acquired significant knowledge of
staircase production and manufacture to
the most stringent recognised standards.
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Installation
For the most complex projects, Marshall’s
maintain specially prepared areas at our
facility to enable us to offer a complete
trial erection service. This guarantees
the perfect fit of all steelwork and
ensures there are no delays to on-site
programmes. When on-site, Marshall’s will
deliver in the most demanding conditions,
be it location, constrained working hours
or restricted plant and access.
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WE’D LIKE TO HEAR FROM YOU.
EMAIL US WITH YOUR ENQUIRY AT
SALES@MARSHALLSTAIRS.COM
OR CALL US ON 01133 076730

Peter Marshall Steel Stairs Ltd
Lincoln House, Branch End,
Gelderd Road, Gildersome,
Leeds, West Yorkshire LS27 7LL

T: 01133 076730
E: sales@marshallstairs.com
www.marshallstairs.com

Peter Marshall Steel Stairs Ltd is a
subsidiary of Billington Holdings Plc

